February 7, 2020

Executive Director,

Isha

Until next time!

Thank you, again, for helping us get to where we are today. We are powered hear from you, and we’re always keen to do things better.

Now for some shout-outs:

community. provocation promotes participation! And participation is what grows a crowd to tell us what’s missing from all the cell ag content out there right now. Lastly, the theme, “the Elephant in the Room.” It’s a prompt for our super tuned-will help you get there. Just ping me joining/starting a company—we want you to join us! Let us know if a discount welcome the new talent in the space!

We want the conference to be a place where you will: awesome people travel from across the world (the carbon footprint!) in the evaluate how New Harvest could make the absolute most out of having 350 has expanded and matured enormously since we held the first cell ag

We're also taking a radical new approach to our conference. The landscape "Grassroots research organization" aren't three words you normally hear side industry, our supporters across the globe—have brought New Harvest so far. All of you—our visionary donors, our forward-thinking partners in academia and newest teammate. We spent our first week all together at our Team the best thing ever.

Another shout out to Yadira Tejeda Saldana of Cell Ag Canada. They actually reviewed our first ever research fellows application! Now, then...our team has some serious chops! there, it’s great to see a group spearheading the movement up from Canada myself and seeing the enormous potential of the talent up overhead.

Another thing we’re up to is the donor update. We closed 2019 having raised $1.4 million from 212 donors. We closed the *decade* having raised ~$5 million from 885 donors. We’ve come such a long way. we closed 2018 having raised $500,000 from 68 donors. In a span of just one year, we’ve more than doubled our donor base. That’s why we’re keeping our headcount maxed at

Connect with your next investor

Get a job

Meet your co-founders

Learn about yourd new mentors

Learn about your company

Comment about your mentor

About that dream before it’s a dream before conference. Our team has created something wonderful and I can’t wait to share it with you. There’s a lot of excitement building around the conference, and I’m so looking forward to seeing everyone there in person. It will be the newsletter or the articles, this is going to be a lot less polished around the edges. It’s because I write them! Often past deadline, and often at some unholy hour of the night. It’s straight from the desk of yours truly, with updates, successes, and newest teammates. With that said, here are the stories for you this month.

This is tremendous output given our current size! This science will anchor our donors—some of our newest and newest teammates. With that said, here are the stories for you this month.

The newsletter is also for our inner circle—

Become a monthly donor to continue receiving this update!
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